Introduction
The hemoglobin in extravasated blood (hemorrhage) undergoes a predictable sequence of chemical degradations.
The degradation products are paramagnetic and for a yaniety of reasons their relaxation rates following exposure to a strong external magnetic field and an RF pulse differ from those of the normal surrounding brain. Since MR signal intensity is a function of the relaxation rate of the substance imaged, hemoglobin degradation products and, hence, hemorrhage is distinguishable from normal brain on MR images. Moreover, since the degradation product present at a particular time and its spatial distribution are a function of the age of the hemorrhage, it is usually possible to distinguish between acute, subacute and chronic hemorrhage with MRI. The purposes of this article are: (1) to define the sequential chemical degradation of hemoglobin in an evolving hemorrhage,
to elucidate the physical mechanisms that affect the relaxation rates of the various degradation products, and (3) to specify the dependence of these physical mechanisms on one's choice of field strength and pulse sequence.
The clinical MR images of evolving hemorrhage, the biologic factors that affect those images and the variety of vascular lesions in which they may be encountered are the subjects of the following article.
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The Sequential Degradation of Hemoglobin
The acute hemorrhage (blood collection) consists of intact red cells and plasma. The plasma is nesorbed and, depending on the pH and p02, the hemoglobin becomes desaturated. With time, the hemoglobin is converted by oxidation to methemoglobin and the red cells lyse. Methemoglobin is eventually degraded and resonbed, and some of its iron is converted to fennitin and hemosidenin in the adjacent reactive macrophages ( Figure 1 ). These macrophages persist for a long time if the blood brain barrier is intact. The iron of some states of hemoglobin and its derivatives is paramagnetic because it has unpaired electrons. This profoundly affects the MR image. 
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MAGNETIC SUSCEPTIBILITY
Both the proton and electron are changed particles with spin 1 (the unit of quantized angulan momentum).
The momentum and electnic change of the proton and electron result in a magnetic moment; i.e., they are magnetic dipoles (north and south magnetic poles separated by a distance).
The electron's lighten mass, about one-thousandth of the proton's mass, gives it a magnetic moment 1,000 times larger. In the absence of an external field, the electron magnetic dipoles of a paramagnetic substance point randomly in all directions, nesuIting in zero net magnetization.
When an extennal field is applied, the strength of the field will be augmented because some of the unpaired electrons will align with the applied magnetic field. The ratio of the additional field strength to the strength of the applied field is called the magnetic susceptibility of the paramagnetic substance.
It is an indication of how easily it can be magnetized.
If a paramagnetic atom has N unpaired electrons, its magnetic susceptibility is proportional to (N)(N+2).
Eq. 1 x, magnetic susceptibility, (N)(N+2)
The T2 relaxation rate of a paramagnetic substance varies as the square of its magnetic susceptibility. 
PROTON-ELECTRON DIPOLE-DIPOLE PROTON RELAXATION ENHANCEMENT
Figure 5
Vaniation of the T2 of intracellular deoxyhemoglobin as a function of field strength with an interecho interval of 2 msec. Hb IRBC = deoxyhemoglobin, intact ned blood cells
Figure 7
Variation with field strength of the T2 relaxation rate
( 1/T2) of intracellular deoxyhemoglobin owing to intnacellulan deoxyhemoglobin's panamagnetic susceptibility. The slope of the individual plot in this In-In graph indicates the exponent of the relationship between the relaxation rate and field strength. The cmcled numbers one the intenecho intervals in msec and the number under each of them is the average slope of the curve. The average of all the curves is indicated at the bottom. Note the marked increase in T2 relaxation rate with long intenecho intervals (short 1,4rcpmg). (5) x (5 + 2), and the magnetic susceptibility of deoxyhemoglobin is pnopontional to (4) x (4 + 2). Also from page 429, the T2 relaxation rate of a panamagnetic substance varies as the square of its magnetic susceptibility.
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Hence, on spin echo sequences, the T2 relaxation rate of methemoglobin is 2.13 times that of intracellular deoxyhemoglo- It also increases as the square of the magnetic field strength and with intenecho interval lengthening (Figures 12-15 ). On gradient echo sequences, however, the I/T2 of methemoglobmn will be only I .46 times that of intracellular deoxyhemoglobmn. .lel
Figure 15
Ln-In graph of the T2 relaxation rate ( i /T2) of intracellular methemoglobin due to its panamagnetism as a function of field strength. The interecho interval of each curve in msec is circled. The number below the interecho interval represents the slope of each curve. The quadratic relation is indicated by the average slope of 2. --
,.. Hemosidenin and fernitin are very closely nelated chemically.
They are the characteristic components of chronic hematomas. The more abundant hemosidenin is insoluble and is found mostly in the lysosomes of reactive macnophages in the brain parenchyma surrounding a hemorrhage.
Fernitin is water soluble and homogeneous solutions of fennitin have a significant I/T2 (rate of T2 relaxation) that increases almost as the square of the field strength but does not vary with spin-echo intenecho interval (between 2-32 msec) (Figure 16 ). This appears to be due to the superparamagnetic susceptibility of fennitin resulting in field gradients near the fernitin macromolecule.
The I/T2 of hemosidenin deposits containing an equivalent amount of iron is 5 times greaten. Not only does the T2 relaxation rate of hemosidenin increase quadratically with field strength, it also increases with lengthening of the spin-echo interecho interval (Figures 17-19 ). The hetenogeneous distribution of hemosidenin was modeled with a heterogeneous distribution of fernitin obtained by suspending intact oxygenated ned cells (nonparamagnetic) in an equal volume of fernitin solution thus creating a field gradient across the red cell membrane. The additional I/T2 owing to the heterogeneous distribution of fennitin was about 4 times that attnibutable to the panamagnetic properties of fennitin itself, at I .4 T with long spin-echo interecho intervals 
Figure 17
Variation of the T2 relaxation times of a normal spleen sample (0.52 mg Fe/g) and of a hemochnomatotic spleen sample (10.6 mg Fe/g) as functions of field strength. The intenecho interval was 2 msec. 
Figure 18
Ln-ln graph of the field strength dependent relaxation rate versus field strength for normal and hemochromatotic spleen samples. The interecho interval was 2 msec.
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Figure 19
Variation of the T2 relaxation rate ( 1/T2) of a normal spleen sample as a function of echo-rate (1hrcpmg) at 1.4 T and of a hemochnomatotic spleen sample at O.7i T. 
Figure 23
Summarizes the MR properties of the vanious constituents of hemorrhage. Ti WI, Proton Density WI and T2WI refer to , Proton Density and T2 weighted images respectively. 
